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THRESHOLD UTILITY 
SCARF  Ultimate versatility, 
function and comfort in a stylish  
accessory that will complete  
any outfit. Stash your valuables 
in the two generous hidden 
pockets, and then bundle  
up in this cozy wrap.   
WM900  $68  NOW $47.60

up to

entire collection at

50% OFF
bluffworks.com

20   

It’s all machine washable,  
moisture wicking  
& wrinkle resistant.

GO HANDS-FREE  
THIS HOLIDAY

Hidden pockets  
carry your everyday  
essentials



Gifts to Give & Get, All Under $100

pg14

pg20

pg11

pg9

pg8

pg3

I found a silver lining in how this 
year’s smaller horizon focused 
me more on what I love.

Family. Adventure. Dreaming 
big. Not fussing with my clothes. 
That’s my life. 

It’s funny how my lockdown 
wardrobe is the same as what  
I pack to journey far afield. 

We make clothes you actually 
want to wear… everywhere. 
Perfect for loved ones who are 
stronger than they think.

Happy holidays & bluff on,

Stefan

A SILVER LINING YEAR
finding comfort & joy every day

BLUFFCUBE (page 2)  
Our lightweight cubes 
are designed for total 
compression versatility 
so that you can compact 
them as tightly as you 
want, regardless of how 
full they are… or aren’t.  
BW920  $32



“Gramercy is stretchy  
and insanely comfortable 
(can’t repeat that enough),  
but breathable, cool  
and consistently  
looks flawless.”  
–Tim

A | GRAMERCY SUIT  Lightweight fabric stretches and breathes.  
Blazer  BW310  $295  NOW $147.50    
Pants (see online for details)  BW140  $140  NOW $70

B | TREVI BLAZER  Her go-everywhere essential with eight 
pockets designed into a modern cut.  WM300  $198  NOW $99

C | DEPARTURE JEANS  Your favorite jeans, but better.  
High performance, premium stretch denim. Lightweight and 
moisture-wicking.  BW602  $98  NOW $68.60

A
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BLUFFBAG™  Roll, fold or last minute stuff 
your blazer in our complementary BluffBag™.  
Complimentary with every blazer purchase.

You might forget you’re wearing a blazer. Easy to 
wear and easier to care for, these odor-resisting pieces are 
not-so-basic, effortless essentials. Gramercy looks like 
wool, but is incredibly comfortable and moisture-wicking 
(bike commute-ready). Trevi is an update to women’s 
blazers with modern slitted cuffs and removable shoulder 
pads that create a versatile silhouette. Both are machine 
washable, wrinkle-resistant and designed with hidden 
pockets to stash everything you need for commute or travel.

Meridian Dress  
Shirt, pg 9
Petaluma Ponte 
Pants, pg 114   FREE U.S. SHIPPING BLUFFWORKS.COM  |  1.844.4.BLUFFS   5



“Well-made, plentiful and useful 
pockets do not compromise  
the dressiness. Presidio is a  
quality product that fulfills its 
advertising claims.” –Greg

A | PRESIDIO SUIT  Lightweight stretch  
fabric that drapes like wool. Felt under 
collar for smooth fit. Single vent.   
Blazer  BW312  $295  NOW $147.50 
Pants (see online for details)   
BW141  $140  NOW $70

B | HOPSACK BLAZER  Ultra-lightweight, 
minimal construction. Seven pockets, 
including zippered one inside. Relaxed fit 
for warm weather wear.   
BW311  $265  NOW $132.50

Well-mannered and washable, 
our blazers are designed with 
performance fabrics that are highly 
breathable, machine washable 
and wrinkle-resistant for easy 
care. Presidio is our most formal 
blazer, with a tailored look that’s 
still cool, comfortable and collected. 
Hopsack’s unstructured style and 
ultra-lightweight fabric mimic the 
look and feel of linen — without 
the wrinkles. Security pockets  
and easy packability make both 
perfect for everyday wear and  
to bring on the road.

Trevi Blazer,  
pg 4
Zenith Dress  
Shirt, pg 9
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FIT FOR THE HOLIDAYS
spruce up, even if  
you’re staying in



Ready to wear, wash, and repeat. Breathable and 
lightweight, our moisture-wicking shirts deliver ease  
and performance for all occasions without ironing or  
dry cleaning. Zenith’s antimicrobial fabric has a cool,  
dry handfeel. Meridian 2.0 is soft, stylish, and easy care. 
And the silk-like Azores Blouse has a hint of stretch to see 
you from day to night without a second thought. Our shirts 
are luxe without any of the fuss, so you can work hard  
and play hard while nobody suspects you’re on day three.

VISIT BLUFFWORKS.COM  
TO MIX, MATCH & BE MERRY

A | MEN’S ZENITH DRESS SHIRT  Stretch fabric with hidden 
buttons keep collar in place.  BW201  $98  NOW $68.60

B | MEN’S MERIDIAN 2.0 DRESS SHIRT  Concealed buttons so 
color stays flat. Pattern-aligned pocket.  BW261  $98  NOW $68.60

C | WOMEN’S AZORES BLOUSE  Odor-resistant antimicrobial 
fabric. Hidden snap prevents button-front gap.   
WM200  $98  NOW $68.60

“They really thought of everything with this 
shirt. I love that the Azores fabric is super 
breathable and comfortable.” – Elizabeth
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WE’VE  
GOT YOU  
COVERED



PETALUMA PONTE PANT  Machine washable  
and wrinkle-resistant.  WM120  $88  NOW $61.60

Your new favorite do-anything, go-anywhere 
pants: leggings disguised as trousers. Petaluma’s 
tightly-woven double-knit fabric offers a smooth, 
streamlined silhouette with plenty of stretch  
for all-day comfort. Detailed seams add length, 
plus we slipped in a few pockets. Dress them  
up with a blazer and blouse, or pair with your 
favorite tee and sneakers for comfortable 
casual wear.

Meridian Dress Shirt, pg 9 
Departure Jeans, pg 4
Azores Blouse, pg 9

VISIT BLUFFWORKS.COM TO MIX, MATCH & BE MERRY10   FREE U.S. SHIPPING BLUFFWORKS.COM  |  1.844.4.BLUFFS   11

THE ONLY 
PANT YOU’LL 
NEED THIS 
SEASON
for wrapping,  
dashing or decking



A | WOMEN’S PALMA CHINO   
Soft stretch fabric. Waistband phone pocket.  
WM104  $125  NOW $87.50

B | MEN’S ASCENDER CHINO   
Ten total pockets, including our “better  
than a money belt” interior travel pouch.   
BW102  $125  NOW $87.50

C | MEN’S ASCENDER 5 POCKET   
Plentiful pockets include 3 anti-theft pockets 
and hidden multi-tool utility pocket.   
BW107  $125  NOW $87.50

Our pants take comfort to the next level.  
Stretch twill fabric dries quickly and resists wrinkles  
to deliver next-level ease and utility. Our insanely soft 
Ascender Chino is relaxed enough for long flights but 
polished enough to look professional. The ultra-comfortable 
Ascender 5 Pocket strikes the perfect balance between 
denim and chino styling. And our women’s Palma Chino 
is a modern classic; roll up the cuffs or leave them long  
to take you from casual to business at a moment’s notice.

12   FREE U.S. SHIPPING BLUFFWORKS.COM  |  1.844.4.BLUFFS   13

making spirits bright

CASUAL COMFORT    
PERFECTED“They have the comfort 

and fit of jeans with 
enough sophistication 
to dress up as needed. 
Truly a pair of wear- 
anywhere pants, my 
favorite Bluffs yet!”  
– Adam

C

B

A

A

B

Threshold T-Shirt, pg 14 



Meet your new favorite t-shirt.  
This fabric’s a real multitasker: it 
wicks moisture, dries quickly and 
resists odors — all with supreme 
softness and stretch. With UPF 50+ 
protection and designed to withstand 
days of wear, this is the t-shirt  
you could live in — literally. 

WOMEN’S THRESHOLD T-SHIRT   
WM502 V-Neck & WM504 Crew  
Short Sleeve  $45 each   
NOW $31.50 each or 3 for $70 
WM506 Long Sleeve Crew $55 each   
NOW $38.50 each or 3 for $80

MEN’S THRESHOLD T-SHIRT    
BW506 V-Neck & BW502 Crew  
Short Sleeve  $45 each   
NOW $31.50 each or 3 for $70 
BW504 Long Sleeve Crew $55 each   
NOW $35 each or 2 for $6014      15

The essential tee;  
long or short sleeved 
in a burst of color. 
Best of all, it’s  
anti-odor so you  
can wrap for days.

“My wife thought it would be ‘just another 
tee,’ but upon getting them, wow, she  
was blown away by the softness, wrinkle 
resistance and the ice blue just looks so  
nice in real product!” –Ken



“This is the perfect dress for those on the go. 
Really nice fabric that is heavy enough to fit 
and lay nicely in all situations.” – Rosemary

An easy-to-wear dress  
that’s stylish and comfortable. 
Thoughtfully designed with 
several pockets and lightweight, 
wrinkle-resistant fabric, the 
Trevi delivers you from work  
to celebration with effortless 
confidence and flair.

TREVI DRESS  Machine washable, 
moisture-wicking fabric. Knee-length, 
A-line cut with kick pleats for  
easy movement.  
WM602  $145  NOW $72.50

VISIT BLUFFWORKS.COM TO MIX, MATCH & BE MERRY16   FREE U.S. SHIPPING BLUFFWORKS.COM  |  1.844.4.BLUFFS   17

ALL 
DECKED 
OUT
cheers to easy,  
elegant dressing 

Gramercy Blazer, pg 4 
Zenith Dress Shirt, pg 9
5 Pocket Pant, pg 12
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ARIES WRAP DRESS  Navy wrap dress with defined waist  
and soft silhouette. WM600  $140  NOW $98

Aries is the dress you’ll reach for again and again. 
Its ultralight chiffon fabric is inherently wrinkle-resistant 
and drapes like a dream. Six thoughtfully designed pockets 
discreetly hold all your essentials. The versatile style  
is adjustable; long fabric ties create a bow in front or belt 
in back so that wherever you’re celebrating this year, you 
can dress for the occasion.

SUITABLE ATTIRE
dress up the holidays

WHY BLUFFWORKS?
All our clothes are

➤  Wrinkle-resistant (retire that iron for good)Wrinkle-resistant (retire that iron for good)
➤  Moisture-wicking so you can jump off your bike  Moisture-wicking so you can jump off your bike  

and into that meeting feeling your bestand into that meeting feeling your best
➤  Machine washable (you can finally cross the  Machine washable (you can finally cross the  

dry cleaners off your list)dry cleaners off your list)
➤  Breathable and odor-resistant to keep you   Breathable and odor-resistant to keep you  

cool and smelling freshcool and smelling fresh
➤  Loaded with multi-functional pockets, including Loaded with multi-functional pockets, including 

zippered and hidden pockets, to stash your everyday zippered and hidden pockets, to stash your everyday 
and travel essentialsand travel essentials

Presidio Suit, pg 6 


